Only Specialists in Steam Liw.e.,Corm:ruction Can
Give You Assuredt Economy. and D.ef~1!-d_ability
Illustration, of the mstalla·
tion at Lan1in1, Mich1san,
showin1. at left, the rcducin1
valve, in Pqwcr, House at
.cqnnccti9n to hiJh pressure
urlder'a:round hbc, and, below,
layin1 of 18 .anch low pressure
aqd 6 inch high prcHurc
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VERY man to his "last." If

you want the best possible
results in any kind of work,
call on specialists-put a trained
man or organization on the job.
For over a half century the
American District Steam Company has been engaged in the
construction and installation of
District Heating Systems and the
installation of industrial steam
lines. For the past few years this
work has been handled by their
subsidiary, the Northeastern Piping & Construction Corporation.
As the result, Northeastern in-
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stallations are faultless in operation, and economical to maintain.
Lansing, Michigan, is merely
one of many _9iP..
utilities~~
ploy D"
on Dist
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Expanaion Jointa

DISTRICT STEAM HEATING

ADSCO Semi-Guided Expansion

Joint, with traverse of 4 6, 8, 10 ,
1

or 12 lnchea per alip, 125 and 250
pounda work1na steam pressure.

Model O Sinalc Variator
for pressures up to SO Iba. Haa

b'avcrae of 1 M inches which
takea care or' 60 feet of line.

Condensation Meter

In Downtown St. Louis

ADSCO Simplex Condensation

Mder for mcaaurina: ateam con.
dcnaation.

By J. E. HILLEMEYER
Manager, Steam Heating Department
UNION ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY

•

Model P Double Variator

ADSCO Nelaon Gate Valve
for 125 Iba. and 250 lb1., workin1
,team preaaure. Brome mounted.

for pre11ure1 up to 125 lb1. Has
total traverae of 2 inche1. Not

Caat iron body. One piece man·

anchoraa;e.

1ancae bronze item.

furniehed with service outJeta nor

Model O Double Variator
Reducina; Valve

Perfection Reducing Valve• reduce initial ,team preHure or
20 Iba. or leu to low delivery
pre11ures.

Other ADSCO Product.
Anchor Fittin11
Ali1nment Guidea
Line Anchor Clamp,
I Manhole Curba
\ Steam Flo~ Metera

Caaioa
ADSCO Red Diamond Brand
Wood Casing baa a _proved
efficiency above 91 ,o.

for pressure• up to SO lbt.

Ha•

traverse of 2 K inche, which
takea care of 120 feet of pipe.

Steam Trap
Empire Steam Trap for low
preHure line,. Capacity ran1c1
from vacuum to 20 Iba. preHure.

I
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American District
Steam Company
Plant at North
Tonawanda, N. Y.

( Paper Presented Before the St. Louis Section A, S. M. E., January 25, 1929)

OR many years the economic advantages of Central Station or
District Steam Heating have been
presented by heating and other technical publications; however, the general public docs not realize that
District Heating antedates the development of central station lighting.
Like most modern developments,
District Heating started in a small
and experimental way.
In 1877
Birdsall Holly, a noted hydraulic
engineer in Lockport, N. Y., conceived the idea of transmitting steam
through well insulated underground
pipes. His experiments in his own
back yard from the boiler in the basement of his residence during the
winter of that year resulted in the
establishment of the first District
Heating system in the following year
at Lockport. This system supplied a
number of buildings from one central
boiler plant for a quarter of a mile
in either direction and after a year's
operation proved economically satisfactory.

F

During the intervening fifty years.
there has been a slow but substantial
development of this business. With
the rapid increase in the cost of coal
and other commodities, and on
account of the serious problem .of
traffic congestion in the cities, there
has been in recent years a marked
growth in the steam heating busine!ls·
Steam and electrical engineers
have given the heating and electrical
problems of the large cities the most
painstaking consideration and the
developments in New York, Philadelphia, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Boston,
Baltimore, Milwaukee, Dayton,
Cleveland, St. Louis and other large
cities demonstrate a general agreement upon the plan of supplying live
steam for heating as a utility service
independent of and separate from
the plant operations for electric
generation.
Heating plants are successful generally throughout the United States,
especially in the northern and northcentral portions, in over two hundred
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In addition to the Ashley Street
and St. Charles Street boiler plants,
the company now has available for
operation five (5) boiler plants containing thirteen (13) boilers of a
nominal rating of two thousand
nine hundred and twelve (2912) horse
power connected to its heating system, and three (3) boiler plants with
four ( 4) boilers of six hundred sixteen
( 616) horse power aggregate rating,
operated as isolated plants (not connected with the distribution system).

Growth of the Heating Load
Downtown SI. Loui, Showino Di.<lricl Serv<rl b11
Union Electric 1.ight anti Power Cn .

(200) communities (eight companies
in Missouri supply ten communities),
and within the next ten years there
will probably not be a northern city
of over 50,000 population that cannot
economically justify an underground
District Steam Heating system, in
the business sections at least.

Development of District
Heating in St. Louis
The Union Electric Light and
Power Company has supplied steam
to a large area of the business district of St. Louis for a number of
years. In 1905 the company leased
the boiler plants in several downtown
buildings and agreed to supply all
of the customers' steam requirements
for heating, hot water and mechanical
service as well as electricity for
lighting and power requirements. By
1909 twenty-three (23) such plants
were operated under lease agreement,
supplying some fifty-eight (58) buildings or customers. Some of these
plants supplied "block" or so-called
"neighborhood" systems and some
were connected to the old Tenth and
St. Charles Street Boiler Plant of the
company (the site of which is now
occupied by the St. Charles Street
Electric Substation). In 1917 the
new St. Charles Street Boiler Plant
was constructed at 904 St. Charles
Street to supply high pressure live
steam to a network of nearly four

and one-half (4 1h) miles of underground steam mains connecting all
downtown isolated boiler plants.
This plant has a capacity of four
thousand ( 4000) boiler horse power
and operates at one hundred seventyfive (175) pounds gauge pressure.
In 1924 a twenty inch (20") steam
main was installed connecting the
company's Ashley Street Electric
Generating Station at the foot of
Biddle Street on the Mississippi
River with the uptown system of
steam mains. This work required
nearly four thousand feet (4000') of
twenty inch (20") steam pipe conduit and about thirty-six-hundred
feet (3600') of sixteen inch, (16"),
fourteen inch (14") and twelve inch
(12 ") piping to complete the connections to the steam heating system of
the company from its Ashley Street
source of supply, where it has fiftysix (56) boilers with an aggregate
nominal rating of thirty thousand
(30,000) horse power available.
This arrangement has made it
possible to discontinue the operation
of nearly forty (40) high pressure
boiler plants ranging in capacity
from one hundred fifty (150) to five
hundred (500) horse power and more
than seventy-five (75) smaller low
pressure plants, all of which have
been closed down since the building
of the St. Charles Street Plant.

During the year 1928 the steam
heating business of our company has
required the generation of over one
billion pounds of steam to supply the
requirements of slightly more than
two hundred (200) customers. The
maximum rate of use was a little
over four hundred fifty thousand
(450,000) pounds per hour.
The types of buildings supplied
from our system include hotels,
garages, furniture houses, billiard
halls and bowling alleys, department
stores, churches, theatres, warehouses, wholesale houses, office buildings, banks, small mercantile stores,
loft buildings, newspaper and printing est ab 1 is h men ts, men's and
women's apparel stores, barber shops,
a tobacco factory, a refrigerating
plant, candy kitchens and bake
shops.
In fact, all buildings and
classes of business are potential
steam customers.
Our new business comes to the
company from (a) new buildings in
which, on account of the availability
of steam from the district system,
and because of high initial investment
costs and value of space, no boilers
are being installed; (b) old buildings
in which the boilers and generating
plant are depreciating or becoming
obsolescent or uneconomical; (c)
buildings from which boiler plants
are being removed in order to release
space for other purposes, and (d)
buildings or businesses whose owners
have realized that it is more economical and satisfactory to purchase

steam than to produce it in small,
old and inefficient boiler plants.
With the increased building activities and because of large civic developments in the St. Louis downtown district, many changes are
occurring which afford considerable
encouragement as to the future of
the steam heating business. A careful
survey made by the company's
engineers about a year ago would
indicate that within the next five to
ten years the company's annual
steam sales may quadruple while the
hourly steam demand may be more
than tripled. With the present very
fair promotional rates and extension
practices, it is commercially feasible
to attain this goal. Additional boiler
plant capacity must be provided to
supply this increased requirement and
expansion of the distribution facilities
developed.
The City Planning Commission
developed a study of the trend in
land values in the commercial district (from the River to Eighteenth
Street and between Franklin and
Clark Avenues) extending over a
period from 1888 to 1927, which
showed the rate of increase of values
and the westward trend of higher
values.
Its report was published
about one year ago and received considerable publicity in the daily papers

The Mammoth Stewart Iluildlna of SI. Laub
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at that time. That study and report
taken in conjunction with the development of the Municipal Plaza
and Union Station Plaza districts of
the city, and its accompanying
general building activities, should
commercially afford an area for the
ultimate economic development of
' an enlarged heating district. The
civic aspect of such a development
cannot be overlooked. Perhaps the
worst curse on St. Louis today is the
smoke nuisance. There is no better
way to completely eliminate smoke
in a district than to displace all of
the small, inefficient individual boiler
plants with their smoking stacks by
service taken from a central, highly
efficient, smokeless, heating plant.
If this were done in the district
now supplied by our steam service
more than one hundred (100) boiler
plants, with total rating in excess of
ten thousand (10,000) boiler horse
power, could be shut down and the
buildings now being supplied thereby
could secure our service on an economic, comparable basis. This group
of buildings has in excess of one
hundred four million (104,000,000)
cubic feet of contents or volume, requires in excess of one million
(1,000,000) square feet of direct
radiation in their heating systems,
and uses approximately four hundred
fifty million (450,000,000) pounds of
steam annually for heating and hot
water requirements.
Other compactly or densely built up districts
in St. Louis offer similar treatment
for the elimination of smoke. However, it is probably not economically
possible to provide District Heating
throughout the entire city, but by
supplementing in such localities as
do not lend themselves to this handling, the use of coke, oil or gas as a
fuel in place of bituminous coal, practically all of the smoke nuisance
would be eliminated.
Although the company now supplies less than thirty percent (30%)
of the total number of buildings now
located in the district served by its
system, its service provides heat
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and hot water for more than sixty
percent (60%) of the radiation and
building volume of those buildings.
The total building volume served
at the first of the year 1929 was
159,535,000 cubic feet and the total
equiv al en t dire ct radiation was
2,041,000 square feet, or an average
ratio of one square foot to about
eighty cubic feet. The amount of
steam required annually in the various classes of buildings for heating
varies from about two (2) pounds per
cubic foot of building volume in the
case of theatre buildings to about
eight (8) pounds per cubic foot of
building volume in the case of hotels;
or from approximately one hundred
seventy (170) pounds of steam per
square foot of radiation per season
to as high as eight hundred (800)
pounds of steam per square foot of
radiation; the ratio of amount of
radiation supplied by the heating
contractor to the total building
volume affecting these results somewhat. Churches and theatres as a
rule require less steam because of
their shorter hours of use than do
factories, office buildings, etc., and
hotels require the most, generally,
because of the usual attitude of hotel
managers towards hotel guests. Radiation ratios often vary from 60 to 1,
to as high as 150 to 1.

Description of Heating System
(a) Live Steam Distribution
Unfortunately the steam requirements for heating buildings are
greatest when the electric lighting
and power load is least and the
lighting and power load is greatest
during those hours of the day when
steam heating peak has passed;
therefore, exhaust steam from electric
generating units is generally not
available at the time and in quantities necessary for supplying fully
the heating requirements of buildings. It has been the experience of a
number of the public utility companies that have been supplying
steam for heating buildings in the
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High Pressure Steam Mains
Leading to Cltu Hall (left)
and Police Headquarter, :'
(right).

busi~ess section of our largest cities,partlcularly in the older cities having
n:arrow streets, - that the most practical and economical system is to
supply live steam for distribution
through mains, thus making the
steam service independent of the
operation of electric prime movers.
(b) Diversity of Steam and
Electric Loads
A careful study has been made of
the seasonal and daily electric load
curves, both for the system and for
the Ashley Street Plant, together
with the seasonal and daily toad
curves of the steam heating system.
As the heating load in St. Louis is
generally a forenoon load, it was
agreed that the load factor of the
Ashley Street Plant would be improved greatly if live steam could be
supplied to the heating system.
(c) Kinds of Systems and

Advantages
In District Heating there are high
pressure, low pressure and exhaust
steam systems and hot water heating
systems. The high pressure systems
are used more extensively than any
other system, as the customer may
secure any pressure desired and the

installation of such a system is
cheaper and can be operated more
economically.
One of the reasons why District
Steam service is more desirable than
the individual plant is cleanliness,
the smoke nuisance which every city
an~ community is striving hard to
abate. Eliminating the smoke nuisance not only eliminates the soot and
grime on the exterior of the buildings,
but the interior painting and cleaning
costs are materially reduced. The
coal and ash hauling in the congesteddowntown district and the dirt caused
from loading, hauling and unloading
coal and ashes are also eliminated.
The consumer will no longer be
worried with labor troubles, strikes
or failures of boiler equipment. The
boiler plant can be eliminated or removed and this space may be rented
or used for storage; also the fire
hazard is removed and in the case of
older buildings which are not fireproof, the insurance rate may be
substantially reduced.
On newly constructed buildings the
boiler plant investment is saved and ·
maintenance costs are eliminated;
investment in basement space may
also be saved.
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Steam can be purchased for all
purposes and in most cases a better
quality of steam is received since
most of the companies operating
underground systems superheat their
steam, whereas most individual plants
have no superheaters.
Steam service is available at all
, times and as most all companies meter
, the service, when the service is shut off
the costs stop, which is not true of
1 the individually operated plant. The
bills are rendered monthly and you
1
pay for what you use, and you do not
, have to watch the ash pile to see if
the fireman is getting all the B.t.u.'s
out of the coal or whether the coal
dealer is short weighting you or
giving you a lower B.t.u. value coal
' than specified in the contract.
, (d) Construction Features
of Mains, etc.
The mains are built of extra strong
steel pipe, insulated with three inches
(3 ') of high grade asbestos covering, laid in conduit. The conduit has
a concrete base laid on gravel with
underdrain tile; the side walls are
multicell tile and the top is a slab
of reinforced concrete.
The steel
pipe is butt-welded and four ( 4) reinforcing steel straps, three inches
(3') wide by one-half inch (~')
thick by twelve inches (12 ') long are
welded longitudinally across the buttweld on larger sized mains. The lines
are built for two hundred fifty (250)
pounds steam pressure, with 100 degrees Fahrenheit superheat. Steam
travels a maximum of seven thousand nine hundred (7,900) feet frcm
the Ashley Street Plant to the most
remote steam customer now served
from the system.
Missouri Pacific Building, 3,048,284 cubic ft.
contents, h • a I• d bu
U n i o n Electric Llr,ht
and Power Co. Dlslrlct
Steam Service.

The principle of building all types
of lines is similar, that is, welded
construction, well drained soil around
the conduit, conduit to be made
water-tight, manholes trapped and
drained to sewers, anchors that are
positive and strong enough for any
strain, true alignment at the expansion joints, no pockets in the line
except at unavoidable places, and
these places drained by traps.
On the high pressure line up to
two hundred fifty (250) pounds the
welded steel valve should be used,
then there would be no flanges or
gaskets on the entire line, and the
only leakage which could occur would
be on the valve stem and .bonnet and
at the stuffing box on the expansion
slip joints.
The advantages of the high pressure lines are: (1) greater volume in
smaller line, (2) less difficulty in
going through congested streets, (3)
being able to furnish any type of
service, and (4) less condensate loss.
( Continued on Pav• lB)

Application of District Heating
to a Typical City of Over 200,000
Present Utility Situation
TTLE, if any, serious consideration has been given to the possibilities for District Heating in
"City A.'' The Electric Utility is
owned by a large out-of-town holding
company, and the executives have
indicated a total lack of interest in
the ·entire District Heating subject.
This prejudice has been traced back
through the executives to their
familiarity with a few District Heating plants installed in a careless
manner many years ago in cities and
towns where the lack of load density
precluded adequate income from the
investment, and where in many cases
a District Heating plant should never
have been installed.
The apathy with which these men
regard District Heating may, however, quickly change to a very
active, self-serving interest when
they become aware of the moneymaking potentialities in "City A".
The Utility itself being under
capable management, is well organized for the extension of utility

L

services, has departments of engineering, meter reading, invoicing,
bookkeeping, customer relationships
and all of the ot~cr phases of util~ty
business. It is familiar with the local
political situation and is highly regarded by the public. It has established a reputation for good, dependable service, and enjoys the con·fidence of its customers and the
public at large.
In the congested sect:on of the
business district there are a number
of buildings, such as department
stores, hotels, office buildings, laundries and the like, operating their
own isolated plants, and under
present conditions there seems little
possibility of the Utility company
securing their electric business. The
situation from the customer viewpoint is simply this: "We have our
own equipment now; we have to
generate our steam for heating and
process purposes, therefore it is
perfectly easy for us to make the
little additional steam necessary to
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ELECTRIC SERVICE
DISTRICT HEATING
The present departments of the Eleclrlcal Utilttu can be subsidized
for District Healing Service.

generate our own electricity, and
then we can use our exhaust steam
1for heating and such additional live
steam as we may require for cooking,
llaundry work and other similar pur,poses." If a District Heating plant
were located and operating in this
district, every one of these potential
customers would be glad to shut
down their individual plants and buy
electricity from the Utility company
and steam from the District Heating
,plant. Not only would it pay them
to do this, but it would release valuable space in their basements which
would be immediately turned to
revenue-producing uses.
Because of climatic conditions, it
would be necessary for every one of
these buildings to have artificial
heat about eight months of the year.
:In practically all of these buildings
there is now installed radiation for
heating by either steam or hot water.
In many of them steam is used for
purposes other than heating. There
are under construction and being
planned for future construction in
the territory available for steam
service, ,!il number of mod~rn office

buildings, hotels, etc., and these will
add materially to the density of the
steam load.
Commissary and
Kitchen.

"In the area of twenty blocks under
consideration there is an annual demand for steam for heating purposes of 730,000,000 lbs., this figure
representing 75% of the total available load. To provide for station
requirements, line loss and customer
demand, it would be necessary to
generate annually 900,000,000 lbs.
of steam.
The maximum hourly
demand for steam would be _about
300,000 lbs., determining the boiler
capacity required.
Since the above total of 730,000,000
lbs. of steam represents the season's
demand of 75% of the total available
load, this is a fair estimate of the
potential load to be built up within
three years. By applying a rate for
this typical "City A" of $ .90 per
thousand pounds (which is somewhat
less than the rate received in most
cities of similar size and location) the
total annual income from 75_% of the
available load would be around
$657,000.00 gross.

Basements put lo profit-producing service by
elimination of heating equipment.

!

The total cost of the underground
steam distribution system, to serve
the area of twenty business blocks,
would be $400,000.00. This estimate
of cost includes trenching, installation of lines, the company's share of
cost of installation of services, meter
equipment and other work connected
with the installation of the system,
ready for operation. On an overall
depreciation on this investment of
5% (which is a liberal provision)
there would be an item of $20,000.00
to be provided for this purpose.
If it were necessary to install a
modern boiler plant with which to
provide the steam supply, an additional investment of $900,000.00
would be required, but it so happens
that the Utility company has a
boiler plant available for immediate
service.

During recent years the Utility
has closed down one or more of its
boiler plants located within the city
limits, and is now feeding current
into its city distribution lines from a
combination of hydro-electric plants
and modern high pressure steam
plants located some distance away.
Each year sees them adding to their
investment in generating equipment,
or fitting into a super-power plan of
high tension transmission which renders more and more unnecessary
and obsolete the old boiler plants
within the city limits which are still"
carried on their books as assets.
There is not the faintest chance
that these old plants, under existing
conditions, will be utilized for the
generation of electricity, but the
Utility company keeps the equipment
in good condition under a skeleton
( Continued on Page U)
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Completely and Permanently Controlled
by Ansco Expansion Joints
you install an expansion device the
W HEN
mount considerations are:

ADSCO B-1
All-brass screwed end joint. Furnished
internally-guided. R-1 for risers.

para-

1st.

Is it the most economical device that can be
used - both from the standpoint of installation costs and maintenance?

2nd.

When installed, is it going to be efficient
and trouble-free - not alone for days or
weeks but for years?
ADSCO SEMI-GUIDED EXPANSION
JOINT
For 4, 6, 8, 10 or 12" traverse, 125 and
250 lbs. pressure.
Extcns1vcly used in
high and low pressure hoes where external
gu ide is not required.

That Aosco Expansion Joints possess these qualifications has been proved in thousands of District Heating and industrial installations. Their ability to give
continuous, faultless service is indicated by the numerous instances where they have been in service for 30
years or more without a single repair.

ADSCO EXTERNALLY-GUIDED
EXPANSION JOINT
For 4, 6, 8, 10 or 12• traverse, 125 and

250 lbs. pressure.

Checks distortion.

Assures correct alignment of the slip.
Provides a secure anchorage and a
service outlet.

j

ADSCO DUPLEX-SLEEVE
GUIDED EXPANSION JOINT
For pressure up to 500 Iba. and tem•
pcraturcs to 750 degrees F.
Aircooled ahp cltmmotcs cxccastvc pockin1 ond maintenance costs and
BHUTC! a tight joint. The super-joint
for severe service.

Aosco Expansion Joints are designed to meet every
operating condition of pressure and temperature for \
steam, water, oil, and other liquids and gases. The 1
illustrations on this page show a few of the many combinations in which they are available; there are a
thousand other possible combinations, providing a design to meet every requirement.
The Aosco "Blue Book", (Bulletin No. 201) on Expansion in Pipe Lines gives complete reference on all
ADSCO Expansion devices. Send for it.
A'IERICAN DISTRICT STF.A,'f (OMl',\NY
Notm1 TON,\..-,\.~·-- N.l'.

ADSCO SEMI-GUIDED JOINT WITH
TIE RODS
Has all features o( semi-guided joint plus
protection, provided by tie rods aa:ainst
al!p pullln1 out of body.

ADSCO VAR!ATORS
(PoddcH Expansion Joints)

For pressures up to 12S pounda. Thousand1 of vo.riators installed from 1 S to

35 years aco arc in service today without
ever havin1 been touched .
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staff, holding them in readiness, at
least theoretically, for emergency
uses. The present annual cost for
labor, maintenance and other charges
runs between $25,000 and $50,000
a year. These plants as they now
stand are a very definite liability, since
their value is constantly decreasing,
and they are earning nothing in return. One of these old plants is
located very close to the heart of the
business section of the city, and has
ample boiler capacity available for
immediate use as the central station
of a District Heating plant.
It is problematical, of course, at
what figure the present old plant is
carried on the books, but it is natural
to assume that it has depreciated
from year to year. On the other
hand, the investment in this plant
includes some very large items for
electrical equipment which have no
value whatsoever so far as the operation of a District Heating plant is

concerned. As pointed out, however,
the present position of the Utility
company is that they have a white
elephant on their hands in this plant
investment, which is costing many
thousands of dollars each year. A
reasonable attitude for them to take
would be to set up a valuation of
$450,000.00 for the old plant or
approximately SO% of the cost of a
new boiler plant designed specifically
for District Heating and charge this
amount to the District Heating
department.
On this setup, then,
which is sound from every consideration, there would be a total investment in plant distribution system,
customer equipment, etc., of approximately $850,000.00.
In order to visualize the effect of
operating the old boiler plant as the
central station for a District Heating
system, and to reflect the possible
results from such operation, we set
up a typical operating statement as
follows:

Income from sale of steam 75% of available load
730,000,000 lbs. @ .90 M lbs .......... .
Costs of operation:
900,000,000 lbs. of steam @ .37 per M lbs ..... . $333,000.00
Boiler Plant Payroll ........................ .
35,000.00
Maintenance .............................. .
20,000.00
Distribution & General Expense ............. .
60,000.00
Depreciation on Boiler Plant ................ .
45,000.00
Depreciation on Distribution System ...........
20,000.00
Miscellaneous Items ........................ .
15,000.00
Investment-Plant. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $450,000.00
Mains. . . . . . . . . . . . .
400,000.00

Correct Installation Methods
Insure Sustained Good Performance
From Expansion Joints
(.
I

II
I

An Alignment Guide installed Just ahead of the
expansion Joint insures a true thrust of the expansion slip Into the joint.

$657,000.00

HE correct installation of sliptype expansion joints is a simple
problem for the engineer who
has familiarized himself with the
fundamental principles concerning
their operation.

T!
$528,000.00

$850,000.00
TOTAL NET INCOME FROM OPERATION ................. $129,000.00
(or 15.2% on Investment)
Naturally, there would be deductions from this total to cover taxes
and dividends on proportionate senior
securities, but if these are financed
on a reasonable basis an attractive
income remains, indicating a very
worthy opportunity for the profitable
employment of Utility funds.
In view of the above, which is
close enough to actual facts to reflect
the true conditions, it is perfectly
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obvious that this local Utility company and its holding company are
losing money every year by carrying
a "dead investment" or frozen asset
in their uptown plant when it is
easily possible, by the investment
of less than a million dollars, to
effec.t a definite saving, in addition
to a potential annual net income of over $125,000.00. Also, by
( Continued on Page 17 )

(.•
I

Like most mechanical devices, the
results obtained by the use of this
type of expansion joint depend
largely upon the correct method of
installation.
There are thousands
of these joints giving satisfactory
service, having been in use for 25
years or more.
Knowing the maximum temperature to which the pipe line will be
subjected in service, it is not difficult
to determine the amount of expansion ·which will take place, and the
number and length of traverse of the
expansion joints required to provide
for this expansion. (Tables given on

page 3 of the Aosco "Blue Book"
No. 201, on "Expansion in Pipe
Lines" will be of great assistance in
this connection.)
The most important feature in
the correct installations of expansion
joints is proper anchorage. It is not
only of great importance where pipe
lines are installed underground, but
even more so where the construction
is overhead-on piers, poles, towers,
or other supports. The kind and
type of anchorage to be installed is
sometimes influenced by the use of
Alignn:ient Guides.
These Guides
hold the pipe line in rigid alignment,
and as they are installed ahead of the
expansion joints, insure a true thrust
of the expansion joint slip into the
body of the joint. This eliminates
any lateral movement of the pipe
which without their use would take
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heat the packing and the slip before
expansion takes place, thereby greatly relieving the strain on the anchorage by permitting easy movement of
the slip.

Adequult nnc hnrrrot' n( the line i.t e.tsenlfol to
hold the /Jipe /U!I munenllu in IJroper posilion.

place. The strain of pipe distortion
is in this manner taken from the
expansion joint anchorage. Particular care should be given to this i:>.pint
when an expansion joint is installed
at or near a change in direction of
the line. A true thrust and free movement of the slip into the body of the
joint should be insured to avoid the
possibility of binding which would
cause damage to the line or anchorage.
Frequently on underground installation work the temperature of
the iron pipe exposed to the sun may
be as high as 130° and even 150° F.
and during the night after the line is
installed the pipe will cool to 70° or
80° F. with resulting contraction.
To overcome this, the slip should be
pushed into the joint sufficiently to
allow for any contraction which may
later occur.
Where single expansion joints are
used, the steam, as far as is practicable, should flow through the body
of the expansion joint toward the
slip end. This will tend to thoroughly
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Care should be given to proper
protection of the slip during installation. Very frequently on inspection,
it is found that dirt and mortar have
been dropped on the extended slip.
When expansion occurs and the slip
moves into the body of the joint this
dirt becomes lodged in the packing
where it will scratch the slip and cut
the packing.
Scratches from the
shoes of workmen will cause similar
difficulties, all of which can be
avoided by having the slip properly
wrapped with burlap or other material during installation.
Much has been said and written
about packing for expansion joints.
Special packings have been developed
for steam, others for water, oil, gas,
and in fact for every kind of service.

Each such class is again subdivided
for varying ranges of pressure and
temperature. The selection of packing should not be left to guess work
but should have careful study. No
one packing is good for all classes
of service. When ordering expansion joints the purchaser should
definitely state the operating conditions, whether for steam, water, or
oil, and for what pressure and temperature.
If previous experience
has indicated a satisfactory packing,
this should be specified on the order.
The suggestions of the packing manufacturer might well be sought on this
matter.
By giving proper attention to
aligning and anchoring of the line,
careful consideration in placing the
expansion joint, keeping the slip

No

one

packing is

suitable for

all

.,eroice.,: choo.'re the packing best
{111,•d for each installation.

clean during installation and accepting the packing manufacturer's
recommendation for packing, you
will be assured of unfailing and efficient operation of the expansion
joint with little or no maintenance
trouble and expense.

·>- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -+

Application of District Heating
( Continued from Poge 14)

Care .,hould be taken to protect the Expansion

Jo in/ .tli/J from scratches or dirt during in-

stallation.
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On the slip type, if it is not in true
alignment there will be continual
trouble with the packing.
Next is the covering-magnesia
and the multiple type asbestos have
about the same insulating values,
but there is a great difference in
the cost, the magnesia being very
much the cheaper and can be used
on low pressure lines where the first
coat is a deciding factor, but if used
with care in installation, with an
outside wrapping of asphalt im, pregnated asbestos fastened on with
copper wire will give good service
unless the line should become submerged in water and then it would
probably disintegrate. On the high
pressure line, a double thickness of
multiple layer asbestos is generally
used and put on so the outer and
inner shells break joints both horizontally and vertically, and with an
outside cover of waterproofing, copper wire fastened.
No vegetable
fibre cover will stand the heat of
higher temperatures without carbonizing so it is useless to put such a
covering on high pressure lines.
Next is the connection to the
customer. If possible, there should
be a street valve controlling the
customer's service and a service
valve for him inside his building wall.
All valves should be gate valves.
Lines should drain back to the mains,
but when this cannot be done a trap
will need to be installed in the
building and the condensate wasted,
as no charge can be made until the
steam is delivered inside of the
customer's wall. On the low pressure
system no reducing valve will be
needed except by those who have
the atmospheric systems and they
will cut the pressure at once.

(f) Uses of Steam Service
Steam is supplied for a variety of
purposes, the most important, of
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course, is for heating of building
space during the winter heating
season and for hot water the year
around for domestic or toilet uses
and for cleaning. Hotels and restaurants use the service extensively for
cooking, warming-tables and coffee
urns. It is said that it requires but
two minutes to properly make good
coffee from steam coffee urns used
on our service.
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Extensive laundry service is supplied from our system, mostly, of
course, confined to hotels.
Hat
blocking and clothes pressing and
cleaning establishments are satisfactorily and economically using our
high pressure steam service. Matrix
beds in newspaper and printing
presses are heated by steam. Candy
cooking and other special cooking
processes are in quite common use by
steam. The operation of mechanical
equipment in buildings is extensive
such as steam driven hydraulic
elevator pumps, house and vacuum
pumps, etc., refrigeration machines
and in a few instances engine driven
generators. Some new processes are
developing from time to time such
as the steaming, treating and curing
of tobacco for pipe, cigarette and
cigar; heating of construction materials on building jobs during cold
weather-sand, gravel, water, etc.,
and for the hoisting engine on such
construction jobs.
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The fact that steam service is being
supplied is not realized by a large
number of those who are familiar
with such public utilities as electricity, gas and water. The demand for
steam service is growing rapidly and
when the general public understands
that it is possible to purchase· steam
the same as it is possible to contract
for electricity, gas and water, the
demand will undoubtedly be as
universal as is the demand for central
station electricity.

(g) Dependability of Steam Service
For a number of years several of
the leading newspapers of St. Louis
have depended solely upon the Union
Company for steam for printing
papers. The printing of a daily newspaper on a schedule to match the
schedule of the mail and the railroad
service is a marked proof of the dependability of the steam heating
utility now serving most of our large
cities.

STEAM HEATING, LOAD
TDTAL SltAM exN,IAT[D roA 2.4~
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We have never had a complete
outage of steam system service.

{h) Customer Supply
After the steam is delivered to the
customer's valve, all equipment in
the building belongs to him, except
the metering equipment, and he is
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to handle the steam and return all
condensate to the meter. In meters,
there are condensate meters, which
measure the steam after being used,
as condensate, and flow meters which
measure it when it enters the build-·
ing. Flow meters, either the mechanical or differential type, need constant
expert attention, as they go wrong
in ways that would not be detected
by the ordinary inspection.
The
condensate meter also needs regular
reading and inspection, but their
main trouble is stoppage which is
· easily seen, and they should be
cleaned yearly, repaired, tested and
adjusted.
This, of course, presupposes that no one would attempt
to furnish steam on a flat rate or a
price per square foot of radiation or
based on the volume heated, as it
would be financial suicide to attempt
~t .
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When the company has placed its
line and meter in the building, it is
not through, but is just beginning
its contact with the customer. The
customer should be taught how to use
the steam to best advantage and
there should be available for him at
all times expert advice, based on
knowledge and experience that cannot be found outside of heating companies, that cover all little details,
which go to make a heating system
a success. Any heating system which
is not successful with two pounds
' pressure should be rearranged and
' the defects removed, the system
should be made automatic and free
1 from manual control, keeping a predetermined temperature for the workI ing hours, nights and Sundays;
\ economizers installed on the return
, condensate to extract all the heat
' possible for water heating, etc. This
' alone should effect a saving of from
: six to ten per cent.
,

If the customer can be induced to
put in effect all the little economies
which are possible in steam heating,
it has the same effect on him as
though his rate were reduced 20 or 25
percent.

I

(i) Automatic Regulation
Until a few years ago little thought
was given to economic regulation
of heating service, but today there
• arc a number of thermostatic regulator controlling devices, individual
thermostatic radiator valves, diaphragm valves and patented heating
system designs. Any kind of automatic regulation is more economical
than hand regulation and gives a
more uniform temperature.
The
regulators or valves - can be set at
any temperature desired and will
automatically turn .off or on the
steam within a fixed range. Steam
regulation is too often neglected, due

ADSCO~DVOCATE
to the lack of thermometers. The
commonest of these automatic regulators are the ones that are placed in
main feed lines or risers as the case
may be, with a master thermometer
located in a place or room where
average temperatures exist. In connection with this equipment a "timeostat" may be installed and set so
that during the day period a temperature between seventy-two (72)
degrees and seventy-four (74) degrees Fahrenheit may be maintained
and during the night period a
temperature of sixty ( 60) to sixty-five
(65) degrees Fahrenheit or lower, or
the steam may be shut off entirely,
depending upon outside temperatures.

We Key to 'This 'Book
•
ts Yours for the Jsking

(j) Rates and Competition
Steam Rates - It must be understood that there can be only one way
of charging, and that is so much for
each thousand pounds of steam
furnished, to be measured either by
flow or condensate meters. Then
with a fair rate charged per thousand
pounds of steam furnished, and demand rate based on per square foot
of radiation or cubical contents of
the building or pounds per hour demand, the two combined should be
such that no building could afford to
own its own plant when it takes into
account all proper factors.

Labor of running the plant, ash
removal and coal costs are about all
the. costs the ordinary owner recognizes or admits. He has to be reminded of water bills, maintenance
and ,_replacement expense, depreciation, interest on investment, taxes,
value of basement space, d~mage
from ash or coal dust, consequently
less cleaning labor, ease of operation
and entire lack of worry about the
heating problems. Methods of supply and operation should fit into the
present scheme and develop from
the present plant unless the prospective business justifies a . new
plant.

W

HY" go it alone" on your pipe line work, when the experience of a corps of engineers-specialists in designing
and installing pipe lines - is available at all times?

For years Ansco Engineers have been devoting their entire
time to evolving improved methods - ways and means to
more efficient, lower upkeep for pipe line installations. Practically every great District Heating plant in the country bears
some evidence of our cooperation,
On any or every problem - large or small - if it is concerned with District Heating or pipe line work make it a
point to call upon the
· · ··

ENGINEERS' SERVICE DEPARTMENT
.AMERICAN DISTRICT STEAM COMPANY
~

..

NORTH TONAWANDA.NY

. . Specialists in Steam _Distributio~,J!J.r Over 50 Years
··..
- . ..--i'~
":"~ · -·
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Indianapolis finds. out

that ••Northeagte,·n~·
111,@ffllS

Aboue
Left 2 1 days later seueral hundred feel of line completely installed ready for
remoual of trench supports
and backfill.
2,000 feet of 20 inch steam line completely installed in 15 working days!
The Indianapolis P ower and Light Company wanted action - but they also
wanted a faultless installation . They made no experiments - took no chances.

Northeastern was commissioned to handle the job.
It may be possible to beat this installation time - it may even have been excelled in the past; but the fact remains that in one of the most inclement Aprils on
record, Northeastern again demonstrated its ability to give fast service - without
sacrifice of efficiency.
No steam line in the country has been more carefully or critically handled than
this new Indianapolis installation.
Northeastern will give the same thorough,
interested, experienced attention to your installation.
The cooperation of Northeastern Engineers is freely available on any major
steam line work. Estimates of cost gladly prepared.
NORTHEASTERN PIPING AND CONSTRUCTION CORP.
NORTH TONAWANDA, N. Y .

CANADIAN DISTRICT STEAM COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO, ONTARIO

Subsidiaries of

AMERICAN DISTRICT STEAM COMPANY

Branches and Agents in Principal Cities

